DIPARTIMENTO DI LLCS  
Corso di Laurea in PMTS  
(Planning and management of tourism system)  
A.A. 2019/2020

AAL Lingua inglese LM I - C1+  
Codici di riferimento: 44104

Prerequisites: B2/C1 level

Objective: C1+

Language certificate recognition: See relevant link at the CCL (Centro Competenza Lingue) webpage [http://www.unibg.it/node/5927](http://www.unibg.it/node/5927)

Language Expert Collaborator: Dr. Susan Perzolli

How often? 2 hours per week.  
(See [https://logistica.unibg.it/PortaleStudenti/index.php?view=home&_lang=en](https://logistica.unibg.it/PortaleStudenti/index.php?view=home&_lang=en))

How long? 1st term

Test: See [https://logistica.unibg.it/PortaleStudenti/index.php?view=home&_lang=en](https://logistica.unibg.it/PortaleStudenti/index.php?view=home&_lang=en)

Program:  

Course book: Oxford English for Careers: Tourism 3 Student’s Book

Assessment: Computerized test (approx. 60 min): open and multiple choice exercises (on vocabulary and morpho-syntax) and reading comprehension (all texts in the test are authentic and dealing with tourism topics). No dictionaries allowed. Further details can be found on the course webpage (cod. 44104 + 44112) and on the e-learning page.

The mark of the test is valid for 18 months.

Please remember that you can register online for the written test up to seven day prior the day of the test. Should you have any problems, contact [appelliorari.lingue@unibg.it](mailto:appelliorari.lingue@unibg.it)

Results will be published online on the course homepage.
Further material:

GRAMMAR:  

e-learning (Università di Bergamo):  
https://www.unibg.it/node/4218

BBC & British Council:  
http://www.bbc.co.uk/worldservice/learningenglish/  
http://www.learnenglish.org.uk/

DICTIONARIES:  